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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose and evaluate two different alter-
natives to deal with degraded queries on Spanish ir applica-
tions. The first one is an n-gram-based strategy which has
no dependence on the degree of available linguistic knowl-
edge. On the other hand, we propose two spelling correc-
tion techniques, one of which has a strong dependence on a
stochastic model that must be previously built from a POS-
tagged corpus. In order to study their validity, a testing
framework has been formally designed and applied on both
approaches.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing—Linguistic processing ; H.3.3 [Infor-
mation Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and
Retrieval—Query formulation; H.5.2 [Information Inter-
faces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—Natural lan-
guage
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although formal models for information retrieval (ir) are

designed for well-spelled corpora and queries, useful ques-
tioning should be robust against corruption phenomena and
out-of-vocabulary words, in order to avoid increasing silence
due to missing information, imprecision, inconsistency or
uncertainty. So, tolerant retrieval becomes a priority in the
design of ir applications, particularly when we are dealing
with highly dynamic databases that continuously change
over time, perhaps making machine-discovered knowledge
inconsistent. More intuitively, we could say that such im-
perfection is a fact of life in this kind of systems, now largely
popularized through web services.

A major factor at the root of these problems is the in-
troduction of spelling errors by the user, either by accident,
or because the term he is searching for has no unambiguous
spelling in the collection. It is therefore imperative to study
this problem in query languages, since it can substantially
hinder performance. In this sense, most authors directly ap-
ply error correction techniques on lexical forms in order to
provide ir tools with a robust querying facility.

This strategy, often considered in the domain of natu-
ral language processing (nlp) in order to analyze degraded
texts, possesses in this case an unusual feature. In effect,
while common nlp tools tolerate lower first guess accuracy
in dealing with error correction by returning multiple guesses
and allowing the user to interact with the system in order to
make the final choice of the correction, this is not common
in ir systems, thus increasing the complexity of the prob-
lem. In fact, although enhanced string matching algorithms
for corrupted text have been introduced in order to improve
recall while keeping precision at acceptable levels [4], the
absence of interactivity with the user has a negative impact
on their effectiveness.

In practice, spelling correction proposals [21] apply mod-
ifications on the strings in order to minimize the edit dis-
tance [9] between them; that is, the number of edit opera-
tions1 to be considered in order to transform one of these
strings into the other. Usually this concept is extended by
assigning different weights to different kinds of edit opera-
tions, responding to some kind of linguistic criteria. In this
way, a first attempt [22] consists of introducing term weight-
ing functions to assign importance to the individual words
of a document representation, in such a manner that it can

1Insertion, deletion or replacement of a character, or trans-
position of two contiguous characters.
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be more or less dependent on the level of corruption. A
complementary technique is the incorporation of contextual
information, which adds linguistically-motivated features to
the string distance module and suggests [20] that average
precision in degraded texts can be reduced to a few percent.

More recent works interpret spelling correction as a sta-
tistical question, where the misspelled query is viewed as a
probabilistic corruption of a correct one [2]. This approach,
known as the noisy channel model [8], also provides ways
of incorporating word pronunciation information for spelling
correction in order to improve performance through the cap-
ture of pronunciation similarities between words [24]. It can
also be extended to learning spelling correction models based
on query re-formulations in search engine logs [4, 5].

However, whatever the concrete spelling correction tech-
nique applied, a common objection to these robust query-
ing architectures concerns [13] the difficulty of interpreting
practical results. Indeed, regardless of the location of the
misspelling, retrieval effectiveness can be affected by many
factors, such as detection rates of indexing features or sys-
tematic typo errors. It can be also affected by the simulation
process, by the behavior of the concrete retrieval function, or
by collection characteristics such as the length of documents
and queries.

As a possible alternative to deal with corrupted queries
in Spanish, we propose in this work a character n-gram-
based strategy, since we are confident that it can avoid a
number of the above-mentioned drawbacks. More exactly,
our main goal is to design a robust technique adapted to
efficiently analyzing short queries on which the flexibility of
the ir system does not impose relevant linguistic constraints.
In other words, we are interested in a methodology that is
simple and ready for use independently of the documentary
database considered and the linguistic resources available.

This paper is structured as follows. Firstly, Sect. 2 briefly
introduces our n-gram-based proposal. Next, Sect. 3 presents
the two spelling correction approaches used for comparing
our proposal. Sect. 4 introduces our evaluation methodology
and the experiments performed. Finally, Sect. 5 contains our
conclusions and proposals for future work.

2. TEXT RETRIEVAL THROUGH
CHARACTER N-GRAMS

Formally, an n-gram is a sub-sequence of n items from
a given sequence. So, for example, we can split the word
"potato" into four overlapping character 3-grams: -pot-,
-ota-, -tat- and -ato-. This simple concept has recently
been rediscovered for indexing documents by the Johns Hop-
kins University Applied Physics Lab (jhu/apl) [11], and we
recover it now for our proposal.

In dealing with monolingual ir, adaptation is simple since
both queries and documents are simply tokenized into over-
lapping n-grams instead of words. The resulting n-grams
are then processed as usual by the retrieval engine. Their
interest springs from the possibilities they may offer, par-
ticularly in the case of languages other than English, for
providing a surrogate means of normalizing word forms and
allowing languages of very different natures to be managed
without further processing. Also, this knowledge-light ap-
proach does not rely on language-specific processing, and
can even be used when linguistic information and resources
are scarce or unavailable.

This seems to be a promising starting point from which to
introduce an effective indexing/recovering strategy to deal
with degraded queries. Indeed, the use of indexes based
on n-grams nips in the bud the main factor justifying the
integration of spelling correction methods in robust ir appli-
cations, namely that classic text recovery strategies assume
exact matching on entire and correct word indexes, which
are usually normalized. So, by using n-grams instead of en-
tire words, matching should only be applied on substrings
of these. In practice, this eliminates both the impact of mis-
spelling, to which no specific attention should be paid, and
the need to apply normalization. More generally, it should
also greatly reduce the inability to handle out-of-vocabulary
words.

3. SPELLING CORRECTION
In order to justify the practical interest of our robust ir

proposal based on character n-grams, we also introduce a
classic approach associated to a contextual spelling correc-
tor [18], which will enable us to define a comparative testing
frame. To begin with, we apply a global finite-state error
repair algorithm proposed by Savary [21]. This technique is
based on a previous one due to Oflazer [17], which searches
for all possible corrections of a misspelt word that are within
a given edit distance threshold. The main contribution of
Savary lies in giving only the nearest-neighbors, that is, the
valid repaired words with the minimal edit distance from the
input. In this way, the list of correction candidates should be
shorter because only the closest alternatives are taken into
account, which should reduce both the practical complexity
and the chance of choosing a wrong correction.

We now give a brief description about how the Savary’s al-
gorithm works. Assuming that the kernel of the spelling cor-
rection module is a finite automaton (fa), A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0,
Qf ), recognizing the lexicon of the language, and where: Q
is the set of states, Σ the set of input symbols, δ is a function
of Q×Σ into 2Q defining the transitions of the automaton,
q0 the initial state and Qf the set of final states.

The procedure starts like a standard recognizer, trying
to go from the initial state to a final one through transi-
tions labeled with input string characters. When an error
is detected in a word, the recognizer reaches a state from
which there is no transition for the next character in the
input. In that situation, four kinds of elementary repair
hypothesis —each one corresponding to an elementary edit
operation— are applied in order to obtain a new configu-
ration from which the standard recognition may continue,
namely:

• Insertion: skip the current character in the input string
and try to continue from the current state.

• Deletion: try to continue from each state accessible
from the current one.

• Replacement: skip the current character in the input
string and try to continue from each state accessible
from the current one. It is equivalent to applying a
deletion followed by an insertion, or vice-versa.

• Transposition: only applicable when it is possible to
get a state q from the current one with the next char-
acter in the input string, and it is also possible to get a
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new state p with the current character. If those condi-
tions are satisfied then the algorithm tries to continue
from state p and skips the next two characters in the
input.

to which the programmer can associate a pre-defined weight.
Given that the error can be multiple or/and precipitated for
a previous wrong recovery, these operations must be possibly
applied recursively until a correct configuration is achieved,
from both the point where the error is detected and all pre-
vious configurations of the fa. The algorithm also reduces
the search space dynamically, retaining only the minimal
corrections and attempting to reach the first one as soon as
possible.

Unfortunately, as a result of this correction process, the
algorithm can return several repair candidates that, from
a morphological point of view, have a similar quality, i.e.
when several words exist at the same closest edit distance
from the original misspelt word.

presiónNo es fácil trabajar bajo

Adv V Adj V P

Adj

V

N

Figure 1: An example of a trellis

However, it is possible to go beyond Savary’s proposal
by taking advantage of the contextual linguistic informa-
tion embedded in a tagging process in order to rank these
candidates. We then talk about contextual spelling correc-
tion, whose kernel, in our case, is a stochastic part-of-speech
tagger based on a dynamic extension of the Viterbi’s algo-
rithm over second order Hidden Markov Models [7]. The
classic version of the Viterbi’s algorithm [26] is applied on
trellises (see Fig. 1), where the first row contains the words
of the sentence to be tagged, and the possible tags appear
in columns below the words, the goal being to compute the
most probable sequence of tags for the input sentence. How-
ever, given that words are in nodes, it is not possible to rep-
resent different spelling correction alternatives in a trellis,
since for a single position of the sentence containing a mis-
spelling, several candidate corrected words may exist, each
one with its corresponding possible tags. For this reason,
we have chosen to use an extension of the original Viterbi’s
algorithm [7], which is applied on lattices instead of trellises
(see Fig. 2). Lattices are much more flexible than trellises
because words are represented in arcs instead of nodes. In
the context of spelling correction, it allows us to represent
a pair word/tag in each arc and then, by mean of an adap-
tation of the Viterbi algorithm equations, the probability of
each possible path can be computed.

trabajar/VNo/Adv presión/Nes/V

fáciles/Adj

fácil/Adj
bajo/Adj

bajo/V

bajo/P

baño/N

Figure 2: Spelling correction alternatives repre-
sented on a lattice

To illustrate the process with an example, let us consider
the sentence “No es fácile trabajar baio presión”, which is
intended to be a corrupted interpretation of the phrase “No
es fácil trabajar bajo presión” ("It is not easy to work

under pressure"), where the words “fácile” and “baio” are
misspellings.

Let us now assume that our spelling corrector provides
both “fácil”/Adj-singular ("easy") and “fáciles”/Adj-plural
("easy") as possible corrections for “fácile”. Let us also as-
sume that words “bajo”/Adj ("short"), “bajo”/Preposition
("under"), “bajo”/Verb ("I bring down") and “baño”/Noun
("bath") are corrections for “baio”. We can then consider
the lattice in Fig. 2 as a pseudo-parse representation includ-
ing all these alternatives for correction. The execution of the
dynamic Viterbi’s algorithm over it provides us both with
the tags of the words and the most probable spelling correc-
tions in the context of this concrete sentence. This allows us
to propose a ranked list of correction candidates on the basis
of the computed probability for each path in the lattice.

4. EVALUATING OUR PROPOSAL
Our approach has initially been tested for Spanish. This

language can be considered a representative example since
it shows a great variety of morphological processes, making
it a hard language for spelling correction [25]. The most
outstanding features are to be found in verbs, with a highly
complex conjugation paradigm, including nine simple tenses
and nine compound tenses, all of which have six different
persons. If we add the present imperative with two forms,
the infinitive, the compound infinitive, the gerund, the com-
pound gerund, and the participle with four forms, then 118
inflected forms are possible for each verb. In addition, ir-
regularities are present in both stems and endings. So, very
common verbs such as “hacer” ("to do") have up to seven
different stems: “hac-er”, “hag-o”, “hic-e”, “har-é”, “hiz-o”,
“haz”, “hech-o”. Approximately 30% of Spanish verbs are
irregular, and can be grouped around 38 different models.
Verbs also include enclitic pronouns producing changes in
the stem due to the presence of accents: “da” ("give"),
“dame” ("give me"), dámelo ("give it to me"). There are
some highly irregular verbs that cannot be classified in any
irregular model, such as “ir” ("to go") or “ser” ("to be");
and others include gaps in which some forms are missing or
simply not used. For instance, meteorological verbs such as
“nevar” ("to snow") are conjugated only in third person sin-
gular. Finally, verbs can present duplicate past participles,
like “impreso” and “imprimido” ("printed").

This complexity extends to gender inflection, with words
considering only one gender, such as “hombre” ("man") and
“mujer” ("woman"), and words with the same form for both
genders, such as “azul” ("blue"). In relation to words with
separate forms for masculine and feminine, we have a lot
of models such as: “autor/autora” ("author/authoress");
“jefe/jefa” ("boss") or “actor/actriz” ("actor/actress").
We have considered 20 variation groups for gender. We can
also refer to number inflection, with words presenting only
the singular form, such as “estrés” ("stress"), and others
where only the plural form is correct, such as “matemáticas”
("mathematics"). The construction of different forms does
not involve as many variants as in the case of gender, but we
can also consider a certain number of models: “rojo/rojos”
("red") or “luz/luces” ("light(s)"), for example. We have
considered 10 variation groups for number.
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Figure 3: Results for misspelled (non-corrected)
topics using stemming-based retrieval: Precision vs.
Recall (top) and Precision at N documents retrieved
(bottom) graphs.

4.1 Error Processing
The first phase of the evaluation process consists of in-

troducing spelling errors in the test topic set. These errors
were randomly introduced by an automatic error-generator
according to a given error rate. Firstly, a master error file
is generated as explained below. For each topic word with a
length of more than 3 characters, one of the four edit errors
described by Damerau [6] is introduced in a random position
of the word. This way, introduced errors are similar to those
that a human writer or an OCR device could make. At the
same time, a random value between 0 and 100 is generated.
Such a value represents the probability of not containing a
spelling error. This way we obtain a master error file con-
taining, for each word, its corresponding misspelled form,
and a probability value.

All these data make it possible to easily generate different
test sets for different error rates, allowing us to evaluate the
impact of this variable on the output results. Such a proce-
dure consists of reading the master error file and selecting,
for each word, the original form in the event of its prob-
ability being higher than the fixed error rate, or than the
misspelled form in the other case. So, given an error rate T ,
only T% of the words of the topics should contain an error.
An interesting feature of this solution is that the errors are
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Figure 4: Per query MAP differences: mis-
spelled (non-corrected) stemmed topics vs. original
stemmed topics

incremental, since the misspelled forms which are present for
a given error rate continue to be present for a higher error
rate, thereby avoiding any distortion in the results.

The next step consists of processing these misspelled top-
ics and submitting them to the ir system. In the case of
our n-gram-based approach no extra resources are needed,
since the only processing consists of splitting them into n-
grams. However, for correction-based approaches, a lexi-
con is needed, and in the particular case of our contextual
corrector, a manually disambiguated training corpus is also
needed for training the tagger. We have chosen to work
with the multex-joc Spanish corpus and its associated lex-
icon. The multex-joc corpus [27] is a part of the corpus
developed within the multext project2 financed by the Eu-
ropean Commission. This part contains raw, tagged and
aligned data from the Written Questions and Answers of the
Official Journal of the European Community. The corpus
contains approximately 1 million words per language: En-

2http://www.lpl.univ-aix.fr/projects/multext
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glish, French, German, Italian and Spanish. About 200,000
words per language were grammatically tagged and manu-
ally checked for English, French, Italian and Spanish. Re-
garding the lexicon of the Spanish corpus, it contains 15,548
words that, once compiled, build an automaton of 55,579
states connected by 70,002 transitions.
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Figure 5: Results for the topics corrected through
Savary’s correction approach using stemming-based
retrieval: Precision vs. Recall (top) and Precision
at N documents retrieved (bottom) graphs.

4.2 The Evaluation Framework
The open-source terrier platform [23] has been employed

as the retrieval engine of our system, using an InL23 rank-
ing model [1]. With regard to the document collection used
in the evaluation process, we have chosen to work with the
Spanish corpus of the clef 2006 robust task [16],4 which
is formed by 454,045 news reports (1.06 GB). More in de-
tail, the test set consists of the 60 training topics established
for that task: C050–C059, C070–C079, C100–C109, C120–
C129, C150–159 and C180–189. Topics are formed by three
fields: a brief title statement, a one-sentence description,

3Inverse Document Frequency model with Laplace after-
effect and normalization 2.
4These experiments must be considered as unofficial exper-
iments, since the results obtained have not been checked by
the clef organization.
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Figure 6: Per query MAP differences: misspelled
corrected stemmed topics using Savary’s approach
vs. original stemmed topics

and a more complex narrative specifying the relevance as-
sessment criteria. Nevertheless, only the title field has been
used in order to simulate the case of short queries such as
those used in commercial engines. Taking this document col-
lection as input, two different indexes are then generated.

In order to test the correction-based proposal, a classi-
cal stemming-based approach is used for both indexing and
retrieval. We have chosen to work with snowball stem-
mer,5 based on Porter’s algorithm [19], while the stop-word
list used was that one provided by the University of Neucha-
tel.6 Both approaches are commonly used by the ir research
community. Following Mittendorfer et al. [14, 15], a sec-
ond list of so-named meta-stop-words has also been used in
the case of queries. Such stop-words correspond to meta-
level content, i.e. those expressions corresponding to query
formulation but without giving any useful information for
the search. This is the case, for example, of the phrase:

5http://snowball.tartarus.org
6http://www.unine.ch/info/clef/
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“encuentre aquellos documentos que describan . . . ” ("find
those documents describing . . . ").

On the other hand, for testing our n-gram-based approach,
documents are lowercased, and punctuation marks, but not
diacritics, are removed. The resulting text is split and in-
dexed using 4-grams, as a compromise on the n-gram size af-
ter studying the previous results of the jhu/apl group [12].
No stop-word removal is applied in this case.
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Figure 7: Results for the topics corrected through
our contextual correction approach using stemming-
based retrieval: Precision vs. Recall (top) and Pre-
cision at N documents retrieved (bottom) graphs.

4.3 Experimental results
Our proposal has been tested for a wide range of error

rates, T , in order to study the behavior of the system not
only for low error densities, but also for high error rates ex-
isting in noisy and very noisy environments like those where
the input are obtained from mobile devices or based on hand-
writing (i.e., tablet computing):

T ∈ {0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, . . . , 100%}
where T=0% means no extra errors have been introduced.

The first set of experiments performed were those using
the misspelled (non-corrected) topics in the case of a clas-
sical stemming-based approach. The results obtained for
each error rate T are shown in the graphs of Fig. 3 taking
as baselines both the results for the original topics —i.e.,

for T=0%— (stm-noerr), and those obtained for such origi-
nal topics but when using our n-gram based approach (4gr-
noerr). Notice that mean average precision (map) values are
also given. This first results show stemming to be sensitive
to misspellings. As can be seen, even a low error rate such as
T=10% has a significant impact on performance —map de-
creases by 18%—, which increases as the number of errors
introduced grows: 25% loss for T=20%, 50% for T=50%
(with 2 queries no longer retrieving documents) and 94%
for T=100% (13 queries no longer retrieving documents),
for example. Such variations, at query level, are shown in
Fig. 4. All this is due to the fact that with the kind of
queries like those we are using here —4 words on average—,
each single word is of key importance, since the information
lost when one term does not match because of a misspelling
cannot be recovered from any other term.

Our second round of experiments tested the behavior of
the system when using the first of the correction approaches
considered in this work, that is, when submitting the mis-
spelled topics once they have been processed using Savary’s
algorithm. The correction module takes as input the mis-
spelled topic, obtaining as output a corrected version where
each misspelled word has been replaced by the closest term
in the lexicon, according to its edit distance. In the event
of a tie —more than one candidate word at the same closest
edit distance—, the query is expanded with all corrections.
For example, taking as input the sample sentence previously
considered in Sect. 3, “No es fácile trabajar baio presión”,
the output returned would be “No es fácil fáciles traba-
jar bajo baño presión”. On analysis, the results obtained,
shown in Fig. 5, indicate that correction has a clear posi-
tive effect on performance, greatly diminishing —although
not eliminating— the impact of misspellings, not only for
low error rates (map losses diminish from 18% to 13% for
T=10% and from 25% to 15% for T=20%), but even for
high-very high error rates (from 50% to 31% for T=50%
and from 94% to 70% for T=100%), as well as reducing the
number of queries not retrieving documents (now only 1 for
T=50% and 5 for T=100%). Query level map differences
are presented in Fig. 6. Data analyses also show that the
relative effectiveness of correction increases at the same time
as the error rate.

In order to try to remove noise introduced by ties when
using Savary’s approach, a third set of tests has been per-
formed using our contextual spelling corrector instead of
Savary’s original proposal. These results are shown in Fig. 7
and, as expected, results consistently improve with respect
to the original approach, although little improvement is at-
tained through this extra processing (an extra 2% map loss
recovery for 10%≤ T ≤60%), except for very-noisy environ-
ments (7–10% loss recovery for T>60%).

Finally, we have tested our n-gram-based proposal. So,
Fig. 8 shows the results when the misspelled (non-corrected)
topics are submitted to our n-gram-based ir system. As can
be seen, although stemming performs better than n-grams
for the original queries, the opposite is the case in the pres-
ence of misspellings, the latter not only clearly outperform-
ing stemming when no correction is applied, but also outper-
forming correction-based approaches —except for the very
lowest error rates. Moreover, the robustness of this n-gram-
based proposal in the presence of misspellings proves to be
far superior to that of any of the previous stemming-based
approaches. As an example, map losses for simple stem-
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Figure 8: Results for the misspelled (non-corrected)
topics using n-gram-based retrieval: Precision vs.
Recall (top) and Precision at N documents retrieved
(bottom) graphs.

ming —as stated before— were by 18% for T=10%, 25%
for T=20%, 50% for T=50% and 94% for T=100%; for the
same T values, the application of our contextual spelling cor-
rector —which was slightly superior to Savary’s proposal—
reduced such losses to 12%, 14%, 29% and 67%, respectively;
however, n-grams outperform both significantly, nearly halv-
ing these latter losses: 4%, 7%, 15% and 39%, respectively.
Furthermore, there are no queries not retrieving documents,
even for T=100%. Query level performance is shown in
Fig. 9.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our work is a first step in the design of querying tech-

niques intended to be used in a generic, non specialized,
linguistic domain of application. So, we try to favor interac-
tion with the user through an efficient treatment of degraded
queries in Spanish, avoiding classic spelling correction meth-
ods that require complex implementation, not only from the
computational point of view but also from the linguistic one.

In this sense, two different approaches are proposed here.
Firstly, a contextual spelling corrector is introduced as a de-
velopment of a previous global correction technique but ex-
tended to include contextual information obtained through
part-of-speech tagging. Our second proposal consists of work-
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Figure 9: Per query MAP differences: misspelled
(non-corrected) n-gram-based topics vs. original n-
gram-based topics

ing directly with the misspelled topics, but using a charac-
ter n-gram-based ir system instead of a classical stemming-
based one.

Tests have shown that classic stemming-based approaches
are very sensitive to spelling errors, although the use of
correction mechanisms allows the negative impact of mis-
spellings on system performance to be reduced. On the other
hand, character n-grams have proved to be highly robust,
clearly outperforming correction-based techniques, particu-
larly at medium or higher error rates. Moreover, since it
does not rely on language-specific processing, our n-gram-
based approach can be used with languages of very different
natures even when linguistic information and resources are
scarce or unavailable.

With regard to future work, we intend to extend the con-
cept of stop-word to the case of n-grams in order to both
increase the performance of the system and reduce process-
ing and storage resources. Moreover, in order to preserve the
language-independent nature of the approach, they should
be generated automatically from the input texts [10].
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On the other hand, it would be interesting to test the
impact of the length of the query on the results, in the case of
both correction-based and n-gram-based solutions. Finally,
new tests with other languages are being prepared.
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